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    Lightfoam, 2400 bending poles consisting of piezoelectric materials, is applied not only 

to create an abstract infrastructure but also to generate 14,000 MW enough to power 

2,500 homes for 1 year. The conventional approach like wind turbines involves several 

problems such as the growing dangers of rotors, high cost maintenance, bird kill and noise. 

However, Lightfoam is safe and reliable, low cost maintenance, and no noise. 

Omnidirectional poles, 20m high, are easily and naturally responds to any change in wind 

direction. A flexible pole, 15cm in diameter, is embedded repeatedly by many piezoelectric 

discs that are set in-between rigid backup plates. These piezoelectric structures are fixed 

through the artificial surface which is designed from the shape of natural valleys in order 

to increase the intensity of wind. The surface layers are composed of a grid, a framework 

of poles free to bend and respond to an external intervention such as wind or people. 

When the wind sways poles including piezoelectric materials, these poles compress and 

stretch converting any motion directly into electricity.

    Polished poles, wrapped by white carbon fiber, glitter during the day and the reflection 

of sunshine will shift rhythmically and continuously according to the direction of wind. 

They also draw daylight inward to illuminate the interior space under plates. At night, 

LED light sources inside each pole allow the structure to glow or dim depending on how 

much they save the electric energy. According to night activities or seasonal events, 

memory controller, a digital circuit which manages the flow of data going to and from the 

main memory, regulates luminous intensity and numbers of turning on LED lights. As the 

wind moves, the fiber rods softly move to create a dynamic effect and memorable scenery.
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Windpole : sustainable and green energyWindpole : sustainable and green energy

    Lightfoam, 2400 bending poles consisting of piezoelectric materials, is applied not only 

to create an abstract infrastructure but also to generate 14,000 MW enough to power 

2,500 homes for 1 year. The conventional approach like wind turbines involves several 

problems such as the growing dangers of rotors, high cost maintenance, bird kill and noise. 

However, Lightfoam is safe and reliable, low cost maintenance, and no noise. 

Omnidirectional poles, 20m high, are easily and naturally responds to any change in wind 

direction. A flexible pole, 15cm in diameter, is embedded repeatedly by many piezoelectric 

discs that are set in-between rigid backup plates. These piezoelectric structures are fixed 

through the artificial surface which is designed from the shape of natural valleys in order 

to increase the intensity of wind. The surface layers are composed of a grid, a framework 

of poles free to bend and respond to an external intervention such as wind or people. 

When the wind sways poles including piezoelectric materials, these poles compress and 

stretch converting any motion directly into electricity.

    Polished poles, wrapped by white carbon fiber, glitter during the day and the reflection 

of sunshine will shift rhythmically and continuously according to the direction of wind. 

They also draw daylight inward to illuminate the interior space under plates. At night, 

LED light sources inside each pole allow the structure to glow or dim depending on how 

much they save the electric energy. According to night activities or seasonal events, 

memory controller, a digital circuit which manages the flow of data going to and from the 

main memory, regulates luminous intensity and numbers of turning on LED lights. As the 

wind moves, the fiber rods softly move to create a dynamic effect and memorable scenery.


